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ounds of  young children 
laughing and singing 
fi ll the air and a sense 
of  nostalgia erupts as 
FC’s pilot production of  
Matilda breaks onto the 

stage. It is a show unlike anything that 
has ever been done before within the 
arts department or any school in general, 
seeing as this show is another pilot, 
following in the trail blazed by last year’s 
Newsies. From its lively show numbers 
to the use of  various second through 
seventh grade cast members, Matilda is a 
show all about celebrating and embracing 
youth. This youthfulness seems to bring 
a whole new sense of  livelihood to the 
stage as well that allows for a modern 
and fun tale.

“I’m excited for audiences to see a 
contemporary musical that uses a lot of  
kids. This show is like an updated Annie 
in some ways,” said director of  theatre 
arts Robbie Steiner. “It’s really refreshing 
to see something so new.”

This show also touches on a 
deeper level while staying consistent 
in its childhood-like atmosphere. It 
incorporates themes of  fi nding strength 
and embracing uniqueness in spite 
of  opposition; it touches on topics a 
bit beyond the expected of  such an          

upbeat-tempo musical. 
“Matilda is a story of  a girl who 

has been abused by her parents 
and she ends up going to a school 
where she is also abused by her 
teachers,” said senior Elizabeth 
Hallal, who plays the acrobat. 
“However, she fi nds love in a 
teacher named Miss Honey who 
teaches her to love who she is and 
embrace her unique talents. This 
whole show explores how children 
who have been put down can use 
their talents to do good and help 
others.”

Seventh grader Bailey 
Whitbeck, who plays the leading 
role of  Matilda, described what 
the musical was about. Seeing as 
she has the unique opportunity of  
playing the title of  the show, it is 
obvious she has a deep insight into the 
storyline.

“Matilda is the story of  a young, 
incredibly smart, strong, and brave girl 
who is living in horrible circumstances. 
The story tells how she deals with 
diffi culties and makes her life better for 
her,” said Whitbeck.

Seeing as this show hits very close 
to home with many of  the hearts it 
touches, it takes a lot of  hard work to 
create. Many actors are taking on very 
unconventional roles that they are not 
used to and so while Matilda is very fast 
paced, it also requires a lot of  energy 
from the performers.

“One of  the biggest challenges for 
me is having to portray a woman,” said 
senior Noah Hankins, who plays the 
abusive headmistress Miss Trunchbull. “I 
have to make sure that during rehearsals I 
am keeping a female posture, maintaining 
my female voice, all while acting, singing, 
and even dancing.”

 However, Hankins is not the only 
one who has created his own perception 
of  a character within the show. Hallal has 
also spent several hours creating a story 
for her character.

“Typically when I study a character, I 
do a lot of  research on the time period 
and economic status of  when the 
characters lived and create a backstory 

off  of  that. Doing that for this 
character has been really fun 
because unlike other characters 
in the past, she is more relatable. 
Matilda is set in [the]  80s, so it is 
not like I’m playing someone in 
the 30s or 1480s,” said Hallal.

Another challenge of  the show 
is that it has a large ensemble of  
elementary and middle schoolers. 
High school students must be 
conscious about setting a good 
example for the children who 
may be in their fi rst ever show at 
FC and are hopefully beginning 
a long career of  theatre and the 
department.

“It’s important to me that we 
do stay level-headed, though, 
because we all want to set a good 
example for these kids and make 

them feel welcome. We’ve kind of  been 
watching out for each other and been 
like, ‘Hey, maybe you should go talk to 
this person, they seem lonely today,’” said 
Hallal.

The kids seem to be learning well 
and adapting to the atmosphere of  
rehearsal and what is expected of  them. 
In doing so, they seem to have created a 
community in the process.

“I’ve really enjoyed seeing Miss 
Honey’s class and the kids who make 
up that group come together and kind 
of  form this mini community. They all 
have a lot in common and are focused 
and dedicated to the show. It’s really neat 
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This whole show 
explores how children 
who have been put 
down can use their 
talents to do good 
and help others.
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to see,” said Steiner. 
Working with the kids is not an onus 

that the high schoolers have to carry. 
They enjoy teaching the kids the ropes, 
and are consistently awed by each other.

“We all work extremely close with the 
kids and I can tell you they are the core 
of  the show. They are fabulous dancers, 
actors, and singers and probably some 
of  the most talented performers I have 
seen on stage. They all have really good 
energy that’s almost infectious that we 
can feed off  of  it,” said Hallal. 

By feeding off  this energy, the whole 
cast is having a blast in rehearsals when 
it comes down to pulling the show 
together.

“We have a very talented cast, and 
each and every one of  them put in 110 
percent to the songs and the dances,” 
said Hankins.

Not all of  rehearsal is just working 
hard, though. The cast fi nds time to 
have fun with the kids.

“[One of  my favorite moments was 

when] I was rehearsing a scene with 
Miss Honey, and in her house are potato 
sacks. We had a break, so I rolled myself  
into a little ball and hid in a sack. When 
Mr. Steiner came in and asked where I 
was, I sprang up and hopped around 
the room and out the door in the potato 
sack,” said Whitbeck.

These fun moments that the cast 
share allow for everyone to get familiar 
with each other and build a family.

“Whenever I’m working on a show, 
I always get to know those who I’m 
performing with, that way we build trust 
and are able to perform together,” said 
Hankins. 

This trust within the cast leads to 
strong dedication and support for each 
other. Hallal described this notion.

“This cast is one of  the biggest casts 
that we’ve had at FC. You would think it 
would be so hard to manage and it would 
be hard to stay on track, but every single 
person wants to be there so they’ve been 
working really hard.”
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To see backstage coverage of the show, go to fchsbagpiper.wordpress.com.

Ticket Prices

Performance Dates

Adult: $14

Student: $8

Senior Citizen: $12

VIP Upgrade: +$6

Nov. 2, 3,9 , 10 @7:30 pm

Nov. 4, 11 @2 pm

SEVENTH GRADER BAILEY WHITBECK, playing the role of Matilda, tells the story of a couple (SENIOR ELIZABETH HALLAL AND SENIOR JESSE JOHNSON) desperate to have a child.

Sam Haney/The Bagpiper

Lexi Sapp/The Bagpiper


